
Greetings, 
 
I'm writing to show my support for the Great Blue Heron Rookery which is about to be 
disturbed to make way for yet another development to the West of Rochester.  
 
Each species of bird has evolved over millennia to a very specific lifestyle. Certain birds only eat 
fruit while certain birds only eat other animals (and no birds are supposed to eat bread). 
Certain birds do not migrate while others do. Certain birds easily nest in our yards even on the 
ground and some are easily disturbed by humans and nest in large groups in trees. The Great 
Blue Heron are the latter. This particular land has shown that it is a good location for Great Blue 
Herons to nest - it has the right combination of location, trees and food sources. The fact that 
they nest in this location is a testament to this conclusion. While it may be easy for those who 
wish to develop this land to say that the birds will simply relocate to a new nesting site, 
developing this area will cause an unnecessary, detrimental disruption which may actually (and 
hopefully only temporarily) wipe out the breeding population in Olmsted County. These birds 
will return in the Spring from migratory grounds to the South expecting to build their nests in 
the same trees that they have for decades. They are going to return to fewer or no trees and 
significant human disturbance below due to construction. They will then attempt to find 
another suitable location on short notice during the narrow window that they are able to 
successfully build a nest, breed and raise a brood to a point that the fledglings are old enough 
and self-sufficient enough to be able to successfully migrate. It is a logical conclusion that many 
of these birds will fail to successfully breed next year at all while they try to "reset" into a new 
suitable breeding location.      
 
Given the current human-made environmental catastrophes that are occurring on a regular 
basis, NOW is the time that we need to start siding with nature more often.  
 
Remember: "Only when the last tree has died and the last river been poisoned and the last fish 
been caught will we realize we cannot eat money" - Cree Indian Proverb. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Kind regards, 
Melissa Stewart Ring, Juris Doctor 
Comprehensive Bird Biology Certification from Cornell Lab of Ornithology 
922 7th Ave SE 
Rochester, MN 55905 
 


